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In Baton Rouge, Louisiana, there are approximately 7,653 
Hispanics as of 2020 ("Current Baton Rouge, Louisiana 
Population, Demographics and stats in 2020, 2019.", 2020). 
Hispanics can mainly be found in the rural areas of Baton 
Rouge, and most are non-English speaking. When an 
individual must do anything in their life, most paperwork is in 
English and hard to comprehend for an individual whose 
primary language is not English. This researcher has 
chosen to propose a Business Plan for her mock business, 
Hispanic Angel Services (HAS) that consults and assists 
these individuals with paperwork ranging from medical 
documents, school enrollment forms, taxes, and help with 
scheduling doctor appointments. 
Moving to a new way of life is quite difficult for many and 
can cause havoc in a person’s life, especially while trying to 
live by United States requirements for Hispanics, both 
documented and un-documented

The second part of the BBA Program Capstone course is 
the Service-Learning Field Experience. This project is with 
CareSouth. The Field Experience work should make an 
impact for primary care health clinics in the rural areas of 
Baton Rouge. These are main areas for rural Hispanics to 
seek care with some guidance.
Project Requirements:
The purpose of the Bachelor of Business Administration 
(BBA) Program Capstone course, BADM 4910-1-SL, is to 
synthesize previous BBA Program coursework to help solve 
issues and problems that occur in business, healthcare, and 
workplace settings.  The hands-on seminar course 
experience includes an integrated Capstone abbreviated 
Business Plan project and the Capstone Field Experience 
project(s), including Service-Learning. During the Capstone 
Field Experience, students are required to work on a 
defined project for 20 hours. Emphasis is on Franciscan 
core values and personal reflections.

Have you ever traveled to another country and were 
struck with a language barrier? Did you understand the 
currency? Many people have a culture shock when they 
enter into a new way of life in a new country. Many 
individuals who are born here still need help with 
functioning through their milestones in life. How many of 
you called your mom to help set up your first bank 
account or called your dad to guide you on how to fill your 
car with gas? The goal of Hispanic Angel Services (HAS) 
is to help with that culture shock and those milestones. 
The company will assist with filling out medical paperwork, 
finding jobs, healthcare referrals, and basic needs of life 
for non-documented and documented Hispanics. As every 
individual needs the basic help, these immigrants will be 
guided along the right path in accordance to Immigration 
and State Laws. It is the mission of HAS to guide and act 
as a servant leader to this population. This world is ever 
changing both good and bad. HAS aims to bring the good 
through the struggle.

HAS will provide top of the line consulting and advising 
services - no job is too big nor small. Focus will be 
assisting with scheduling medical appointments, filing 
taxes, obtaining ITIN, and opening bank accounts. Other 
services will be teaching them how to shop or pay for 
goods, learn English, and make their life easier and 
productive while helping the U.S. economy grow. All 
services will be protected by Knowledge, Liability and 
Errors and Omissions Insurance.  
The consulting services will be professional and 
competitive in prices with $20 minimum for all services per 
hour. The aim will be to put most of the costs into the 
consulting services with some toward flyers, business 
cards, and participation in multiple Latin festivals.

Costs will be kept to a minimum by using free Facebook 
advertisements, involvement in local sports events with heavy 
Hispanic participation, word of mouth through already 
established clients, and staying as a home-based business 
with the possibility of some reimbursed travel, if needed. 
This student business owner has a heart for being a servant 
to those in rural areas and will be an excellent provider of 
these consulting services. HAS aims to show the American 
heart through being a leader, instructor, and servant to help 
both documented and non-documented Hispanics.

In the Field Experience, the Community Partner that the 
student had the privilege to assist was the main Operations 
Office at CareSouth Medical & Dental with Ms. Kabrina
Smith, MS, MPH. This student was able to meet with the 
Director of Operations of CareSouth and learn about the clinic 
operations for the rural area of Baton Rouge and tour the 
facilities along with the WIC office. This is a private non-profit 
Federally Qualified Health Center (FQHC) that provides 
dental, medical, and behavioral health services. 
As a person who does want to learn more about the 
operations of different rural clinics, CareSouth allowed this 
student to see the operations of where many Hispanics do go 
to to get care and WIC aid. The Field Experience student’s 
main task was to construct different text and email messages 
for the One Call Emergency Alert System and get a small 
informative background about the new Telecommunications 
startup for the Dental portion of CareSouth. The text and mail 
messages will be used to deliver each emergency code 
reviewed to its staff. They were constructed to deliver clear 
and concise alerts for emergency situations. 

Much of the non-profit clinic work is overlooked or not well 
advertised. However, without this community partner, many 
people would not receive the care and help they need. This 
FQHC and other rural clinics make sure that their areas are 
supplied care and help that is tremendously needed.

COVID-19 hit everyone with no warning. Our lives changed 
around school, work, and our personal life. Jumping from a 
life that was centered around human interaction and then 
put into settings where the interaction was to adapt to  
Zoom meetings, text messaging, emails, and phone calls. 
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, this Field Experience 
student was assigned more computer based virtual tasks for  
the community partner instead of actually serving at the 
Clinic and WIC office to spend time seeing first hand how 
every person contributes at the mission of CareSouth. This 
Field Experience student has also seen many people 
struggle with money and technological “shock”.

This pandemic also impacted the development of HAS. HAS 
had to change the way of doing business and much more 
everchanging disaster related information had to be learned 
and disseminated. Services changed to helping with 
applications online or keeping many Hispanics be up to date 
with the new guidelines focused on the new regulations of 
the government that could aid in flattening the curve of this 
pandemic in Louisiana. In real life, this researcher 
witnessed first hand how many needed help with renewing 
car registrations, figuring out the medical crisis, tracking 
taxes or stimulus checks, and staying up to date with all 
school notifications. Many documented and non-
documented Hispanics also lost jobs and needed guidance 
to find help with health, food and supplemental income. This 
pandemic truly shows how much help is truly needed for this 
population in the rural and impoverished areas.
Hispanics also need much help with finding medical care 
both through the drive up testing sites and using 
telecommunications to keep their households healthy and 
informed.
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Much of this world is driven by money. Being a Servant 
Leader will benefit everyone financially in the end. Every 
start-up business has a few bumps in the road. This 
researcher feels as though Hispanic Angel Services can 
partner with many clinics such as CareSouth, with 
Immigrations, and local immigration lawyers in order to help 
Hispanics live a better life here in Louisiana or anywhere in 
the United States. Many people come to America to find a 
better way of life. It is going to be my mission to help many 
navigate around. Medical clinics and schools who do offer 
education will be a strong backbone for many Hispanics to 
prosper and will help our economy grow. 
This Field Experience student would like to thank Ms. 
Kabrina Smith with CareSouth who allowed her to assist 
with constructing the emergency text and email One Call 
notifications. The world had changed rapidly and CareSouth
allowed this student to be productive and educated, even 
during this crisis time. 
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Service and Justice are core values focused on in these 
projects. Servant Leadership is the center of both Hispanic 
Angel Services and the CareSouth clinics. The Service-
Learning goal is to make a positive difference in the lives of 
many. Not everyone in this world is fortunate in their life, 
both financially and physically. Being a servant and fair to 
others will award everyone a more loving and personal 
touch. Being compassionate, productive, and serving others 
should be the center of every person’s life. 
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